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The case for theoretical scrutiny of philanthropy’s achievements and problems,
in the institutional settings in which it operates, has never been stronger. In this
introduction to IJMR’s special issue on philanthropy, we examine the developing
levels and directions of institutional philanthropy scholarship, together with the
consensual and contradictory themes they exemplify and the theoretical leads
to which they give rise. Modern philanthropic theory is still largely based on
archetypes developed in the early 20th century that accord a central role to foun-
dations in addressing social challenges, yet the complex health, education and
social service fields within which philanthropy operates have changed dramat-
ically. We argue for the elevation of, and deepening directions for, theoretical
study of institutional philanthropy. At present, institutional philanthropy has
a modest theoretical literature, at the same time as we can notice an extensive
and growing grey literature in the philanthropic community, often grounded in
traditional strategic management. We reflect on the grey literature’s potential
development into theoretical scholarship, drawing on and fusing with a broader
range of academic disciplines and organizational theories, and the linked study
of the field as a discourse community. Here, the challenges of visibility and
transparency in relation to privacy are significant, whether for accountability or
research access.
INTRODUCTION
In this introduction to the special issue on philanthropy,
we examine the developing levels and directions of
institutional philanthropy scholarship, together with the
consensual and contradictory themes they exemplify, and
the theoretical leads to which they give rise.We define phi-
lanthropy as ‘the use of private resources—time, treasure
and talent—for public purposes’ (Phillips & Jung, 2016, p.
7) and emphasize the importance of seeing ‘the problems
(of philanthropy) in the light of the institutional settings
in which philanthropy functions’ (Sacks, 1960, p. 516). We
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revisit notions of ‘golden ages’ of philanthropy, aspects
of the influence and relevance of business literatures to
philanthropic institutions’ roles and behaviours (notably
concerning strategic management thinking) and consider
the limits to and opportunities for theorizing from orga-
nization and management perspectives. Voices from this
field’s vibrant community of practice, though captured in
its grey literature, are often absent in theory development.
We therefore reflect on the implications of that particular
literature’s exclusion from or possible inclusion in litera-
ture reviews. We see potentially mutual benefit for both
sides in increasing bridges andmeeting rooms between the
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practice and the study of philanthropy, and hope this spe-
cial issue can provide one such opportunity. We go on to
consider current scholarly perspectives on institutional
philanthropy, including its visibility, and present the
contributions of the six papers which comprise this
special issue and the research agendas to which they
point. Finally, the time elapsing between this special issue
call and its publication has seen a grievous worldwide
pandemic, with its immense pan-institutional challenges.
We therefore consider briefly possible implications for
philanthropic institutions’ management and organization,
including possible re-theorizing of their relations with
beneficiaries and donors, but also governments. These
implications seem likely to go far beyond considerations
of any of the noble causes or ‘grand challenges’ which
many foundations and philanthropists alike have until
now chosen to address.
Setting the scene: philanthropic
institutions in an earlier ‘golden age’
The burgeoning study of philanthropic institutions offers
a maturing field of research. No longer relegated as a sup-
plementary subset of non-profit or third-sector scholar-
ship, scrutiny extends in breadth and depth to examina-
tion of areas such as organization legitimation, transna-
tional and globalizing presence, and public policy and
governmental relations (Boodoo et al., 2021; Hammack &
Heydemann 2009; Kumar & Brooks, 2021; Rey-Garcia,
2020; Toepler & Abramson, 2021; Youde, 2019). Notwith-
standing the third sector’s own potential for being ‘unruly’
(Corry, 2010, p. 11), philanthropy’s institutional expres-
sions are now central to considerations of whether its con-
temporary forms and extent represent a ‘new golden age’ of
philanthropic endeavour (Ferris, 2016; Hay&Muller, 2014)
or, more ambiguously, ‘a new gilded age’ (Callahan, 2017);
even whether, through that gold or gilding, philanthropy
‘will save us all’ (Fuentenebro, 2020).
In its expressions, deliberations, structures, operations
and outcomes, philanthropy is as much a creature of dis-
tinct managerial and organizational choices and actions as
it is of wider social and community concerns. This makes
the rise, fall and rise again of waves of ‘business’ thinking
and ‘management speak’ (Rombach & Zapata, 2010)
within philanthropy particularly interesting. Philanthropy
in the early 20th century is often referred to as the ‘golden
era’ of modern philanthropy. One of the key innovations
of portal figures such as Andrew Carnegie and John D.
Rockefeller was ‘to conceive of philanthropy as yet another
financial investment’ (Zunz, 2012, p. 2). Among the main
departures from previous charitable efforts were the focus
on root causes and also the addressing of wide-ranging,
ambitious agendas, from disease eradication to national
education reforms (Cunningham, 2016). Referencing
back to an idealistic, apparent golden age period, when
philanthropy was a central strategic actor in society and
its institutions (notably philanthropic foundations) dom-
inated the social and public stage, has continued to also
influence how modern philanthropy has conceptualized
its own role in society, for example in seeking projection
of its own institutional logics (Hammack & Heydemann,
2009). This is expressed too in contemporary philanthropic
institutions’ focus on generating and demonstrating ‘social
impact’, increasingly sought through foundation grant-
making reconfigured as ‘social investment’ (Nicholls
& Teasdale, 2021). Institutional expressions of philan-
thropy contain a wide range of non-governmental,
quasi-governmental and quasi-business organizations.
Some are in hybrid, bridging forms, such as intermediary
structures, with commercial and/or charitable aims
(Hazenbury et al., 2015). Others are in singular forms,
such as foundations and trusts, historically modelled
on structures including the Islamic institutions of the
waqfs (Singer, 2016), mediaeval charitable endowments
(Cunningham, 2016) and the United States’ ‘versatile’
foundation (Hammack & Anheier, 2013). Nevertheless, it
is the institution of the foundation, albeit in different types
(Jung et al., 2018), which continues to be especially promi-
nent in the ‘philanthroscape’ (Osella et al., 2015, p. 39); a
prominence reflected in the contributions to this special
issue.
As the size and role of the welfare state grew in the
United States and Europe, and with inflation diminish-
ing spending power—especially of the large US founda-
tions, the relative importance of these institutions in fields
such as health, education and international development
has however lessened. ‘ThemomentwhenAmerican foun-
dations could reshape entire fields had largely ended by
the 1930s. Foundations’ interventions inmedicine, science,
research universities, public schools, and public libraries
had by then donemuch to create new self-sustaining enter-
prises and professions that could now set their own course,
without regard to foundation preferences’ (Hammack &
Anheier, 2013, p. 76). This is true not only for the large US
foundations, but also for foundations, with variations, in
all modern developed welfare states, whether for example
in Sweden, where foundations occupy ‘a carefully negoti-
ated state of existence’ (Wijkström & Einarsson, 2018, p.
1889), or in the Norwegian case, displaying ‘a much larger
segment of operating foundations’ (Wijkström & Einars-
son, 2018, p. 1889). Currently, the annual spending of the
entire philanthropic community in a country (however
immense it appears to us as citizens and individuals) is but
pocket change in comparison to the annual spending of our
governments.
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The prominence of strategic management
thinking and the persistence of the ‘golden
age’ idea
Since the 1990s, business thinking and managerial prac-
tices have re-emerged in the non-profit sector gener-
ally, organizations increasingly becoming more business-
like and influenced by managerialism (Hvenmark, 2013;
Maier & Meyer, 2011; Maier et al., 2016), leading them
to focus objectives on specific strategic targets (Thomp-
son, 2018, p. 51). Popular modern philanthropic prac-
tice concepts—such as strategic philanthropy (Frumkin,
2006), venture philanthropy (LaFrance & Latham, 2008)
and collective impact (Kania & Kramer, 2011), embraced
widely by foundations and their donors—are derived from
the broader business-focused strategic management liter-
ature, whereby foundations are understood to play key
roles, enhancing the impact of a field by agreeing objectives
andmeasures of success, and aligning available charitable,
public and private resources to tackle social challenges.
Using functionalist (Burrell & Morgan, 1979) theories,
based on the tenets of strategic management, has enabled
these institutions to make sense of how philanthropy can
target specific causes, drawing particularly on the posi-
tioning school in strategic management, whereby orga-
nizational choices are narrowed from limited positions,
taken from a generic strategic management framework
(e.g. Porter & Kramer, 1999). This move away from broad
missions to more specific objectives has not, however,
diminished perceptions of the role of the foundation as the
central actor in practice contexts, but may have enhanced
them, where influential commentators heralded a new
philanthropic golden age (e.g. Bishop & Green, 2008).
Whilst this emphasis on, and inspiration from, strate-
gic management has influenced the planning, manage-
ment and linear evaluation processes used by foundations,
there has also been critical questioning of whether these
processes do improve and enlighten foundations’ activities
(Patrizi & Thompson, 2010). Meanwhile, a lack of theo-
rizing concerning the role and complex challenges for the
management of philanthropic institutions appears to have
led to an over-reliance in practice on broad, often rather
simple strategic management notions and to the develop-
ment of tacit knowledge in the field about how to engage
in philanthropy that has not been explicated. If the man-
agerial mode of the prominent foundation is as fixed in the
early 20th century as we suggest, then this raises theoret-
ical questions about organization structures’ validity and
capability in the turbulent non-linear conditions in which
foundations currently find themselves and their societies.
Some foundations thrive in these circumstances and enter
new public arenas well beyond those concerned with the
provision of resources (see Harman, 2016); others may not.
To advance our understanding of how and why different
institutions of philanthropy intervene in complex social
systems, there is then a particular need to build on and
move beyond the functionalist frame of strategic manage-
ment, and to draw on other bodies of organizational theory
(e.g. governance theory; Donnelly-Cox et al., 2020). Insti-
tutional theory also has the potential to illuminate why
ingrained beliefs and practices in organizational fields can
be highly resistant to change. Thus, studies of foundations
projecting their institutional logics globally (e.g. Swidler,
2009) are already suggesting that institutional logics are far
more durable and less plastic than the functional strategic
management literatures suggest.
The institutional and donor-institutional sets of rela-
tionships with business and with business models also
require further exploration. Boulding’s classic statement
(Boulding, 1962, p. 63) that ‘a foundation must make
choicesmuch as a firmdoes’ reminds us of amuch later but
similar quest, whereYoung (2011, p. 573) askswhether non-
profit governance could ‘be redesigned to resemble the
ownershipmodel’. Boulding’s consideration of whetherwe
could have a theory of the foundation in the sense inwhich
we have a theory of the firm remains to be explored. His
suggestion that there is ‘a certain analogue of the mar-
ket in the mutual competition of foundations for grantees
and of potential grantees for foundation support’ (Bould-
ing, 1962, p. 64) remains apposite in the light of current
emphasis on achieving philanthropic impact (Harrow &
Jung, 2015; Kah & Akenroye, 2020; Liket & Maas, 2016),
and implicitly on foundations and their donors’ ability to
‘pick winners’. Yet theorizing competition among philan-
thropic institutions is not yet evident. (Somewhere there
may be the foundation turning down the ‘impactful’ grant-
seeker—equivalent to the firm rejecting a recording con-
tract for the Beatles; see Nieme, 2000.)
The practice literature: also a ground for
theorizing?
Our account of developments in philanthropy’s influential
practice field returns us to consideration of that field vis-
à-vis theory development. Is institutional philanthropy’s
practice literature itself providing a (missed) ground for
theorizing? Philanthropy and third-sector scholars will
generally be aware of the extent to which narrative reviews
of the literature, as opposed to systematic reviews for their
field, are able to incorporate material from the grey liter-
ature, presenting and reflecting on aspects of lived expe-
rience that lie outside the frame of theoretically or empir-
ically focused peer-reviewed work but unable, mostly, to
be drawn into theory building. This poses a conundrum
for us as scholars, editors and ourselves members of and
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contributors to philanthropic practice. In what ways,
if any, can and should the extensive grey literature
on philanthropic institutions be acknowledged—even
integrated—into the theory building and development for
the field? What role should the manifestation of the tacit
knowledge of philanthropic institutions’ communities of
practice, through books and other presentation forms, play
in the continued search for understanding of the field?
That literature is a strong feature of philanthropic life, and
our own field experience and observation tells us of its
relative influence, alongside some of the more seductive
elements of strategic management thinking, discussed
above. Currently, it very much remains an isolated island
of knowledge.
We are clear that narrative literature reviews are espe-
cially capable of telling the stories that the reviewer wants
told. However, the narrative literature process, ‘iterative,
non-structured andmulti-layered’, has value too, since it is
also ‘embedded in a social context’ (Juntunen&Lehenkari,
2021, p. 330). There is a wider debate to be had concerning
the risks and rewards of attempting to incorporate grey lit-
eraturematerials into systematic studies, to ensure capture
of the fine-grained organization and management detail
they provide, so progressing their value as a basis for theo-
rizing. However, it remains a challenge for philanthropic
institutions studies—especially given that many founda-
tions and some individual donors play a role in commis-
sioning, funding to publication and/or endorsing examples
of that grey literature and potentially, through that route,
enabling innovation (Jaskyte et al., 2018) (see e.g. the report
Time, Treasure, Talent, and Testimony: Giving byWomen of
Color in Chicago, ‘made possible thanks to the generous
support of theW.K. Kellogg Foundation’; BECOME, 2020).
A relevant route therefore might be to consider theoriz-
ing staff, board and management in philanthropic foun-
dations as a ‘discourse community’ (Swales, 2016). Swales
(2016, p. 8) describes a discourse community as ‘a group
of people who share a set of discourses, understood as
basic values and assumptions, and ways of communicat-
ing about their goals’, a definition offering opportunity to
explore both these institutions’ values and communication
mechanisms, as enshrined in grey literatures, and to con-
sider how those discourses, real and rhetorical, affect their
managerial and organization activities, choices and over-
all behaviours. Further, Swales’ scrutiny of criteria for dis-
course community identification includes its possession of
a ‘threshold of members with a suitable degree of relevant
content and discoursal expertise’ (Swales, 2016, p. 18)—a
criterion relevant both for institutions and for the major,
often elite, donors who fund them or have funded them. It
is a fact that an extensive grey literature on philanthropic
institutions both exists and is important for how the actors
in the field behave, so is deserving of special, scholarly,
theoretical attention, as well as empirical acknowledge-
ment and some narrative review citation.
The papers for this special issue: new
scholarly directions and institutional
philanthropy’s global visibility
The six papers in this special issue provide insights which
challenge and reframe, create, develop and advance our
theoretical understanding of philanthropic institutions.
They demonstrate the breadth and depth of management
and organization literatures in the service of philan-
thropy’s conceptualizations and theorization, suggesting
new frameworks for further, especially explanatory,
research. Each of them also has a range of resonances for
institutional practice. They are presented as follows.
In What lies beneath? Spectrality as a focal phe-
nomenon and a focal theory for strengthening
engagement with philanthropic foundations (Jung &
Orr, 2021), the authors build on the common reference to
foundations as ‘a donor’s dead hand’, for exerting social,
political, economic and cultural influence frombeyond the
grave. They offer spectrality as a theoretical lens to address
known shortcomings in the literature, combining litera-
ture ‘prospecting’ and ‘mining’. Prospecting establishes the
relevance of spectrality as a strategic platform from which
theorizing on foundations can proceed. They then ‘mine’
the literature on spectrality to synthesize insights and iden-
tify specific contributions to aid understanding of foun-
dations; the spectrality lens allows a critical approach to
examining foundations’ role and context, and the ‘legacy
of a foundation’s origins, as well as its present and future
paths’.
Though very different in purpose and orientation, Elite
philanthropy in the United States and United King-
dom in the new age of inequalities (Maclean et al.,
2021) also offers a critical stance, using the tool of litera-
ture prospecting, to understand ‘how, why and with what
consequences do wealthy elite families engage in philan-
thropy in the US and UK’. The authors observe the lack of
integration of philanthropy into elite studies, the paucity of
research on discourses of elite philanthropy and the strate-
gic management of large-scale philanthropic assets. They
emphasize that these ‘lacunae’ hold considerable potential
for further research and make the case for further integra-
tion of philanthropy into management and organization
studies.
An explicitly critical approach is again employed in
“You’ve Been Framed”: A critical review of academic
discourse on philanthrocapitalism (Haydon et al.,
2021). This places the critical lens on limited and frag-
mented conceptualizations of philanthrocapitalism (the
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strategic application of market methods and motives for
philanthropic purposes) in the context of its growing
prominence in national and international policy design.
The authors’ systematic review yields a comprehensive
analysis of key debates and issues, producing conceptual
clarity and nuance, deriving their own definition of philan-
throcapitalism and indicating a future research agenda.
Another lacuna surfaces in Place and corporate phi-
lanthropy: A systematic review (Mei & Wang, 2021),
where the authors note the curious ‘lack of attention to
how philanthropy can be linked with place’ in corporate
philanthropy contexts. The authors address this by looking
at the corporate philanthropy literature and at how place is
variously presented, including as geographic units, critical
events and virtual platforms.With these appearances asso-
ciated with firms’ experience of place as social enclosures,
political constellations and peer communities, three pri-
mary roles for place affecting corporate philanthropy are
shown: socializing, rationalizing and learning.
Place is again important in Exploring the account-
ability and organizational identity of public philan-
thropic foundations (Williamson & Luke, 2021). Here,
the authors work to develop a conceptual typology of pub-
lic foundations, focusing on a foundation form with a par-
ticular development trajectory in Australia. The authors
employ organizational identity theory in understanding
accountability of philanthropic foundations, finding that it
‘facilitates deeper engagementwith issues and questions of
accountability in these proverbially opaque organizations’.
The typological developmentmakes clearwhy public foun-
dations, as in the Australian case, should not be treated
as homogenous or as a kind of community or fundraising
foundation.
The focus moves from specific place to whole sys-
tems in Strategic philanthropy’s investment in public
systems—a framework for intervention (Shaw et al.,
2021), with focus on influencing systems already raised in
Elite philanthropy. Here, the authors explore the nature
of philanthropic interventions in ‘the infrastructure for ser-
vice and policy development’. While not employing the
critical management studies lens of the other work, they
point to the term ‘instrumental philanthropy’ for this type
of foundation giving, developing a framework for under-
standing strategic engagement in public systems that iden-
tifies areas of intervention where foundations have the
greatest capacity for effectiveness, based on their role iden-
tification in policy engagement, social innovation or con-
venorship.
Taking the papers collectively, it is striking that they
raise, albeit differently, the current research question of
philanthropic institutional (including individual) visibil-
ity, on global as well as local stages. In their call for ‘push-
ing the boundaries of philanthropy research as a global and
contested practice’, Von Schurbein et al. (2021, p. 185) stress
the importance of philanthropy’s ‘global societal visibility’,
yet other relevant institutional scholarship is also empha-
sizing developments inwhich straightforward structural or
personal visibility becomes amarked challenge. Gehringer
(2021), for example, examines the development of corpo-
rate foundations as hybrid organizations; and Benjamin’s
(2021) case for placing the beneficiary more centrally in
non-profits implies the requirement for some stakeholders
to step back, as others step forward.
Scholarly research into philanthropy’s ‘supply side’
has always had to reckon with the situation that foun-
dations especially, and many major donors, are very
predominantly private organizations or individuals, while
operating in public domains. Thus, global visibility is
either planned and chosen by them, or viewed through a
variety of external lenses rather than through the internal
lenses of the choices and challenges faced by foundation
boards and professional staffs. As assessed by Bushouse
and Mosley (2018, p. 289), in relation to public policy pro-
cesses, ‘the role of philanthropic foundations in the policy
process is largely hidden and thus significantly under
conceptualized’. This situation is obvious, not least when
we observe the close proximity and interaction between
philanthropy, think-tanks and research-near policy insti-
tutes in many contemporary policy fields. Paradoxically,
much-advocated collaborations between philanthropic
institutions, and notably between foundations and pub-
lic management and governmental bodies (Healy &
Donnelly-Cox, 2016; Phillips, 2018; Toepler, 2018), may
make philanthropic activity less visible, as will member-
ship of specified-purpose coalitions. In the latter case,
foundations’ preferences may lean towards intermediary
and not membership roles in coalition building, providing
for limited visibility, as has been noticed, for example, in
the field of education and the movement for school choice
reforms in the United States (Henrekson et al., 2020).
Lack of visibility, and preferences and privileges of insti-
tutional privacy, mean that researching foundations is not
easy, other than through (often invitational) case-study
strategies, making those grey literatures which ‘open up’
especially valuable.Here, Anthony et al.’s (2017) argument,
that the implications of privacy extend beyond individual-
level concerns to broader social structural impacts, is espe-
cially relevant. So, however, is Adloff’s (2015, p. 2002) char-
acterization of foundations (in Germany and the United
States) as embodying ‘the principle of charismatically
charged exclusivity’. If this characterization holds, and
is applicable to other foundations, foundations as insti-
tutions retain a kind of unassailable strength and influ-
ence in societies, on policies as well as on people, which
not only acculturates their management and organiza-
tional systems, structures and reputations, but also affects
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research access at many levels. Thus, it still remains chal-
lenging from management and organization perspectives
to be fully capable of ‘seeing like a philanthropist’ (Horvath
& Powell, 2020, p. 81). Nevertheless, this challenge is taken
up in each of the papers presented in this special issue.
Final reflections: foundations and the
pandemic and post-pandemic world
The experiences of us all during late 2019 to date can be
framed in terms of philanthropy itself—that is, demon-
strating simultaneously the best of us and the worst of us.
The shifting of government roles, beginning to tilt foun-
dations away from their pivotal public and community
resource roles, beyond the early 20th century to which we
alludehas nowbeenmagnified almost beyond comprehen-
sion. By contrast to governments’ spending worldwide and
at national levels, we are reminded forcibly how relatively
small philanthropy’s global contributions are. This is not
to detract from the pro-active and effortful responses, orga-
nizational and managerial, from across the range of foun-
dation types; their experiences and responses being pub-
lished in the scholarly and grey literatures (Hemel, 2020;
Cairns et al., 2020), notably regarding their heightened lev-
els of spend (Finchum-Mason et al., 2020) and organiza-
tional awareness (Cairns et al., 2020a).
Moreover, the very importance of the philanthropic
institutional context, whether and how it affects individu-
als’ propensity for and levels of charitable giving, is newly
explored in a 19-country study by Wiepking et al. (2021).
For these authors, ‘while formal and informal institution-
alization of philanthropy is continuously being shaped’
(Wiepking et al., 2021, p. 25), institutions shape individu-
als’ behaviour and individuals in turn shape institutions; a
critical perspective in the post-pandemic philanthroscape.
That inter-relationship is also evident in the other side of
the binary line within philanthropy—giving time and tal-
ent through volunteering. Though unexamined in this spe-
cial issue, volunteering has also figured strongly, pointing
to a need for developing its theorization from organization
and management perspectives; for example, where levels
and forms of volunteer community activism made for co-
production, in contrast to hospital-managed care (Cepiku
et al., 2021).
Nevertheless, criticism and critique of foundations
and major donors remain. For example, Finchum-Mason
et al.’s (2020) study is reported as responsive to the con-
text of recognition that the Covid-19 crisis brought the
charges of (foundation) plutocracy in the United States
into sharp focus, being ‘more interested in protecting their
power and privilege than in contributing to the public
good’ (p. 1129). Seibert (2019) identifies the ‘new wave’ of
scrutiny facing philanthropy, in light of the severe criti-
cism of foundations and donors promising to fund Notre-
Dame Cathedral’s rebuilding, both in terms of funding
sources and community priorities. The institutional visi-
bility challenges of collaborativeworking, discussed above,
have never beenmore evident than in the case of theGlobal
Vaccine Alliance (GAVI) and its COVAX delivery arm,
where philanthropy, governments and quasi-government
organizations are together both hidden and in plain sight
(Eccleston-Turner & Upton, 2021).1
Fuentenebro (2020), in challenging the idea that philan-
thropy can in fact ‘save us’, points instead to thewave of col-
lective solidarity, channelled through mutual aid groups
and organizations during the pandemic; arguably a fur-
ther testament to volunteer activity, that aligns with social
movement thinking, with its own management and orga-
nizational challenges. An interesting scenario, advancing
this perspective, if retrospectively, comes from Reid and
Broadhurst (2020): ‘(now) we had a game changing oppor-
tunity for foundations to step aside from the limelight,
with grace, and put all their energies into supporting the
real protagonists, those who tirelessly served the most vul-
nerable communities, where the COVID-19 pandemic had
exposed widespread inequality and disadvantage from the
cradle to the grave’. That this power-shared approach is fea-
sible is, nevertheless, posited by Estwick (2021), suggest-
ing ‘that the COVID-19 pandemic has opened an oppor-
tunity for philanthropy to embrace marginalised peo-
ple within their power structures, to tame the worse
impacts of health inequalities, and to promote health
equity’.
Any one of these insights might suggest yet another
‘golden age’ in themaking, as institutions and their donors
embark on more, creative and responsive spending in the
midst and in the wake of global and local need. Alterna-
tively, those insights may undermine for the foreseeable
future the chances of these institutions being regarded in
any way as ‘golden’ (except perhaps as privileged) and
usher in increasing prominence for other philanthropic
institutions, resulting from external pressures. Either way,
however, classical scholars tell us that the element of ‘gold’
in current considerations of a ‘golden age’ ismisplaced. For
Baldry (1952), for whom the idea of a different and hap-
pier existence is a traditional belief going back beyond any
extant classical literature, ‘the key element of the tradi-
tional picture was not wealth but simplicity, not accumu-
lated riches but the bounty of nature’ (Baldry, 1952, p. 87).
Gold, far fromhaving a place in the traditional picture, was
seen as one of the causes of degeneration from that happy
state, making gold ‘not of itself a part of the ideal past’
(Baldry, 1952, p. 87). It seems unlikely though that popu-
lar commentators will refrain entirely from characterizing
philanthropic action, past and perhaps future, in this way,
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while even the downgrade to a ‘gilded age’ (a veneer of
gold, even gold paint) may still sound like praise, rather
than the uncertainty and dubiousness that classical and
pre-classical literary usage suggests.
Whether or not scholars and practitioners should persist
or desist from using or acknowledging this phraseology,
taken together, the ‘gold’ which philanthropic foundations
now hold—their financial, social, intellectual, political
and community capital—remains central to their manage-
ment and organization. The opportunities for theorizing
and deepening nuanced understanding of their own man-
agerial and organizational risks and rewards are exempli-
fied by the papers in this special issue. Those opportunities
are important as never before as the scale of foundation
work is being re-examined—whether or not re-purposed
in our current pandemic-focused era—and as collaborative
workwith public bodies appears less of an option andmore
of an imperative, if foundations’ credible and worthy goals
are to be met, and their promises kept.
STOP PRESS
Our stress on the separation of philanthropy’s grey liter-
ature from the canon of scholarship, and highlighting of
foundations’ willingness to take on board only the broad-
est, most basic (challengeable) tenets of strategic manage-
ment thinking, may be taken as a mutual critique: ‘they
don’t read ourwork’ and ‘we only skim theirs’. Already this
is challenged by the facts. The online publication by IJMR
in advance of publication of this issue’s paper, ‘Elite phi-
lanthropy in the United States and United Kingdom in the
new age of inequalities’, prompted an email in early April
2021 from a senior practitioner member of a philanthropy
network in Sweden to co-editor Filip Wijkström, telling
him and others in the network about the paper. Roughly
translated, the message read:
‘There is a lot to consider in this (although it
is also a bit provocative) and what is said cer-
tainly does not only apply to the US and the
UK. . . ’2
We could not have hoped for better.
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NOTES
1 COVAX is co-led by the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Inno-
vations (CEPI), GAVI and the World Health Organization (WHO),
alongside key delivery partner UNICEF. GAVI coordinates the
COVAX facility, a global risk mechanism for pooled procurement
and equitable distribution of Covid-19 vaccines. GAVI’s founding
members are theWHO, the Bill andMelindaGates Foundation and
the World Bank.
2 In the original: ’Det finns en hel del tänkvärt i denna (även om
också lite provokativt) och det sagda gäller säkert inte bara för US
och UK. . . ’
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